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Eastend Homes Find Solution for Higher Risk Buildings

Central to Eastend Homes

strategy is the understanding

that the Responsible Person

carries a legal role under the

RR(FS)O and that this cannot be

transferred to another ie a

contractor or consultant.  They

view it as extremely important

that the Responsible Person/s

have an understanding of the

fire risk assessment process and

a working knowledge of the fire

safety strategy in relation to the

design and build of their

housing stock.

At Eastend Homes the risk

assessment process begins with

the examination of the fire

safety plan

and how the

risk

assessment

links to this.

Measures

arising out of

the risk

assessments

are then

project

managed with

partners who

liaise closely

with Eastend Homes.  One such

measure became apparent with

certain housing stock.

Specific blocks were considered

to be higher risk owing to their

size, design and occupancy

type.  Eastend Homes wanted to

impart information to the fire

and rescue service including

layout and building specific

details.  They needed a secure

option which was reliable and

fit for purpose in the

environment into which it was

going.  It needed to be visible

and the access to be controlled.

The plans and information

needed to be in a format that

they could easily update while

at the same time be referenced

by the Fire Service quickly and

effectively in the event of a

critical situation.

The following criteria to appoint

a partner was specified:

• A dedicated contact to liaise

with the nominated Project

Manager at Eastend Homes

• Able to draw up floor by

floor orientation plans for

each building

• Offer a solution to store

premises plans and

information so that the Fire

and Rescue Service can

gain access at any one

time 

• The storage solution to be

non reliant on staff

presence or power

• Easy access to the

premises plans and

information about the

building for the attending

fire crews

• Restricted access for

relevant Eastend Homes

staff to ensure that the

information is kept up to

date and not removed

• Key registered system to

restrict access to the

information

Eastend Homes chose to partner

with Gerda®.   A dedicated

contact was assigned to the

project for the collation of the

plans as well in overseeing the

installation of the HSSPIB®s –

High Security Premises

Information Boxes designed to

LPS1175 providing 24 hour

access to the Fire and Rescue

Service with their unique Gerda

One Key® System.  Gerda

involved their approved

consultant to survey all higher

risk buildings and provide

Eastend Homes with the plans

of each building in a consistent

format approved by the London

Fire Brigade.

The project was completed on

schedule.  Eastend Homes now

have Premises Information Box

(PIB)® systems located on 20

higher risk blocks throughout

the borough. 

STELRAD OFFERS ENERGY EFFICIENT

AND SAFE TO TOUCH RADIATORS AT CIH

Stelrad Radiators, Europe’s leading radiator manufacturer, will be

exhibiting a range of energy efficient and low surface temperature

radiators at the conference exhibition this year.

Star of the exhibits will be the Radical serial feed radiator which has won

two impressive awards this year winning the Domestic Product award at

this year’s H&V News Awards and the Retrofit product of the Year at the

Greenbuild Awards 2013. The Radical is the first serial feed radiator to be

introduced in the UK and it’s taken off in a big way. Radical offers 50%

more radiant heat than a standard parallel feed radiator, 23% faster heat

up and 53% hotter front panel with significantly less heat loss from the back panel. 

This new serial feed radiator – the Radical from Stelrad - has been tested by KIWA and  certified to give a

10.5% energy saving, which translates straight to lower heating bills. These serial feed radiators work equally

well with traditional boiler driven heating systems and with renewable systems – such as ground source and

air source heat pumps – offering comfortable warmth up to 8% more quickly. 

With a serial feed radiator you simply feel warmer, faster - and cheaper.

Stelrad’s range of low surface temperature radiators have been the LST radiators of choice for several years.

Specially designed and purpose-built Low Surface Temperature radiators are designed to provide a safe, cool-

touch solution to heating a building and this is the most practical way to prevent people from coming into

direct contact with hot surfaces.

An LST is an emitter within a specially designed outer case, that, never gets hotter than 43°C. LSTs are ideal

for Healthcare, Retirement homes, Care homes, Nursing homes, sheltered housing and some social housing

environments and all levels of education, especially pre-school nurseries. 

Find out more in the lead up to CIH by visiting www.stelrad.com
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